


The following 1d10 list of blue dragon-themed locations can be used to flesh out your homebrew world’s deserts, badlands, 

savannas, wastelands, and more. Whatever the reason is you find yourself rolling on this table, we hope that the ideas listed 

below help you unlock adventure and tell unforgettable stories!

d10 Location
1. A jagged and twisted spire of solidified lightning which arcs down from clouds that never darken to a patch of smol-

dered earth that never cools. Legends claim the first true blue dragon lives at the spire’s peak.

2. An enormous pyramid built by a lost people to entomb their forgotten gods. It is now used by blue dragons who 

enjoy perching atop it during violent storms so they might be struck by powerful bolts of lightning.

3. A solitary plateau atop which are piled dozens of tattered airships and heaps of treasure they were transporting. The 

ruined ships act as trophies to a territorial blue dragon who snatches them out of the sky.

4. A canyon which acts as a burial ground for blue dragons. The remains of these creatures attract hundreds of light-

ning strikes every day causing the walls and floor of the canyon to melt into smooth, colorful glass.

5. A secluded oasis tucked into an outcropping of large rocks and palm trees. Below the water is the secret entrance to 

a dead blue dragon’s lair where its treasure hoard has sat undisturbed for hundreds of years.

6. A colossal sandstone statue of a knight standing in the middle of a barren wasteland. A blue dragon carved out most 

of the statue’s interior and now uses it as its lair with all its treasure stored in the knight’s helmet. 

7. A trembling stormcloud which has raged across the sky for several hundred years. Trapped inside the cloud are three 

blue dragon siblings who release their anger and fury through sporadic lightning strikes.

8. A deep, volcanic cavern below a frozen tundra. Trapped inside the cavern is a blue dragon who slept for several thou-

sand years as the land froze overhead and is now unable to safely fly to warmer regions.

9. A wizard’s tower with a domed roof made from silver hidden within a mist-filled jungle. During storms, the tower is 

occasionally struck by lightning which creates a blue dragon hatchling from the residual magic.

10. A black, splintered tree growing over the grace of an infamous blue dragon. Every year, on the eve of the dragon’s 

death, the tree is struck by lightning which can be used to magically bless weapons and armor. 

Unlock Adventure
We’re constantly releasing new 1d10 tables for you to use in your upcoming sessions, so don’t miss out! Click here to access 

even more random tables themed around different and specific monsters.
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